Shape of the neuroretinal rim and position of the central retinal vessels in glaucoma
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Abstract
Glaucmatous neuroretinal rim loss can occur in a sequence of sectors with the temporal inferior disc sector as the first and the nasal superior disc sector as the last to be affected. This study evaluated whether the position of the central retinal vessel trunk is correlated with this pattern of glaucomatous rim loss. Morphometrically stereo colour optic disc photographs of 157 glaucomatous eyes and 67 normal eyes were checked. In the normal and glaucomatous eyes, the central retinal vessel trunk was located eccentrically in the upper nasal quadrant of the optic disc. Taking into account the vertically oval disc shape, the distance to the central vessel trunk was largest for the temporal inferior disc region and shortest for the nasal superior disc area. An abnormal form of the glaucomatous neuroretinal rim was found in eyes with an atypical location of the retinal vessel trunk. Also in these glaucomatous eyes, the rim loss was usually most and least marked in that sector with the longest and shortest distance, respectively, to the central retinal vessel trunk. One could infer that the sequence of rim loss in glaucoma is dependent upon the distance of the region to the central retinal vessel trunk; the further away the region from the retinal vessel trunk, the more likely it is to be affected by rim loss. This suggests that the distance from the central retinal vessels is one factor among others that is correlated with the regional vulnerability of the neuroretinal rim to the glaucomatous process.

(Br J Ophthalmol 1994; 78: 99-102)

Glaucma is associated with a diminution of optic nerve fibres leading to a decrease of neuroretinal rim area. This rim loss occurs in all sectors of the optic disc with regional preferences depending on the stage of the disease. In eyes with moderate glaucomatous damage, rim loss is found predominantly at the inferotemporal and superotemporal disc regions. In eyes with moderately advanced glaucomatous atrophy, the temporal horizontal disc region is the location with relatively the most marked rim loss. In very advanced glaucoma, the rim remnants are located mainly in the nasal disc sector, with a larger rim portion in the upper nasal region than in the lower nasal region. This sequence of disc sectors (inferotemporal – superotemporal – temporal horizontal – nasal inferior – nasal superior) correlates with the progression of visual field defects with early perimetric changes in the nasal upper quadrant of the visual field and a last island of vision in the temporal inferior part of the visual field in eyes with almost absolute glaucoma. The present study was performed to evaluate whether the position of the central retinal vessel trunk is correlated with this pattern of glaucomatous neuroretinal rim loss.

Materials and Methods
A total of 157 glaucomatous eyes (78 right eyes, 79 left eyes) of 87 glaucoma patients (35 men, 52 women; mean age: 65.1 (SD 10.9) years; range: 27–83 years, mean refractive error: +0.02 (2.06) dioptres; range: –5.6 to +6.5 dioptres), and 78 normal eyes (40 right eyes, 38 left eyes) of 48 subjects (27 men, 21 women, with a mean age of 51.0 (17.0) years; range: 8–78 years; and a mean refractive error of +0.39 (1.44) dioptres; range: –2.25 to +4.0 dioptres) were included in the study.

These were randomly selected eyes out of a set of normal and glaucomatous eyes in which the exit of the retinal vessel trunk on the lamina cribrosa surface was clearly visible. Eyes with a myopic refractive error exceeding –8 dioptres were excluded because of a different optic disc morphology. Additionally, 53 glaucomatous eyes with tilted discs were evaluated. They were defined by a horizontally oval optic disc shape with the horizontal disc diameter being at least 10% longer than the vertical one. The ratio of the minimal disc diameter to the maximal disc diameter was at maximum 0.90.

Criteria for the diagnois of glaucoma were an elevated intraocular pressure to readings of more than 21 mm Hg, glaucomatous changes of the optic nerve head such as an abnormally small neuroretinal rim area in relation to the optic disc size, larger vertical than horizontal cup to disc ratios, splinter-shaped optic disc haemorrhages, reduced visibility of the retinal nerve fibre bundles including localised defects, and glaucomatous visual field defects.

For all eyes, 15 degree colour stereo optic disc photographs had been taken using a telecentric Zeiss fundus camera equipped with an Allen stereo separator. The disc transparencies were projected in a scale of 1 to 15. The outlines of the optic disc and optic cup were plotted on paper and morphometrically analysed. We measured area and horizontal, vertical, minimal, and maximal diameters of the disc and cup, and width of the neuroretinal rim every 30 degrees. The exit position of the central retinal artery and vein on the lamina cribrosa surface was measured as the distance between the centre of the vessel and the vertical optic disc axis and the horizontal optic disc axis. The optic cup was stereoscopically defined on the basis of contour and not of pallor. The border of the optic disc was identical to the inner side of the peripapillary scleral ring. The latter was a thin white band encircling the optic disc. To obtain values in absolute size units (mm
or mm2) the ocular and photographic magnification was corrected according to Littmann's method taking into account the ametropia and then the corneal curvature. The method has already been described in detail. The photographs were evaluated in a masked fashion without knowledge of the clinical diagnosis and the visual field data.

For interindividual comparison, only one randomly selected eye per patient and subject was taken for statistical analysis. To examine the significance of differences, Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney tests were applied.

Results

POSITION OF THE CENTRAL RETINAL VESSEL TRUNK

In all normal and glaucomatous eyes, the retinal artery was located nasal to the retinal vein. In the normal eyes, the exits of the retinal artery and vein were located 0.21 (0.13) mm and 0.00 (0.12) mm, respectively, nasal to the vertical optic disc axis. For the glaucomatous eyes, similar values were obtained (artery: 0.24 (0.20) mm; vein: 0.05 (0.19) mm nasal to vertical disc axis) with no significant difference (p=0.39 (artery); p=0.18 (vein)) between the normal and glaucomatous eyes. Concerning the position in vertical direction, both the artery and vein exits were located on an average 0.02 (0.11) mm superior to the horizontal optic disc axis. The amount of the superior and nasal displacement of the central retinal vessel trunk was positively and significantly (p<0.01) correlated with the optic disc size. The larger the optic disc, the more pronounced was the displacement. The shape of the optic disc was slightly vertically oval with the vertical disc diameter (1.89 (0.25) mm) being about 6% longer than the horizontal one (1.78 (0.19) mm). Taking into account this disc form and comparing the different disc sectors with each other, the temporal inferior disc border is the location with the longest distance to the central retinal vessel trunk. The nasal superior disc border shows the shortest distance to the central vessel trunk.

With respect to an abnormal position of the retinal vessels we compared glaucomatous eyes (n=53) with the retinal vessel trunk located in the superior disc half and eyes with the retinal vessel exit positioned in the inferior disc half (n=35). The neuroretinal rim at the superior disc margin was significantly (p<0.05) wider and larger in the glaucomatous eyes with the retinal vessel trunk located in the superior disc region than in the eyes with the retinal vessel exit positioned in the inferior disc area (rim width at 12 o'clock: 0.22 (0.12) mm versus 0.17 (0.10) mm; rim area in the temporal superior disc sector: 0.28 (0.14) mm2 versus 0.22 (0.12) mm2). Concerning an unusual location of the retinal vessel trunk in the horizontal direction, the neuroretinal rim in the temporal horizontal disc region was wider in the eyes with the retinal vessel trunk located in the temporal disc half (n=22) than in the eyes with the retinal vessel exit positioned in the nasal disc half (n=65) (0.17 (0.08) mm versus 0.14 (0.11) mm). The rim in the nasal disc sector was wider in the glaucomatous eyes with the retinal vessel trunk in the nasal disc half (n=65) than in the eyes with the retinal vessels exiting in the temporal disc half (n=22) (0.24 (0.11) mm versus 0.20 (0.09) mm). Total neuroretinal rim area did not differ significantly between the glaucoma subgroups with varying vessel location.

With respect to an abnormal optic disc shape, 53 glaucomatous eyes with tilted discs were evaluated. Due to the selection, they were characterised by a horizontally oval optic disc shape and an exit of the retinal vessels at the superior disc border. In these eyes, the neuroretinal rim was significantly (p<0.01) smaller in the inferior disc region than in the superior one (width: 0.23 (0.21) mm versus 0.29 (0.21) mm; rim area in the temporal inferior disc sector: 0.24 (0.15) mm2 versus rim area in the temporal superior disc sector: 0.29 (0.13) mm2). In the eyes with tilted discs and far advanced glaucoma, the rim remnants were significantly (p<0.01) larger at the superior disc border than in the nasal, inferior, and temporal disc regions.

For the normal eyes, the configuration and width of the neuroretinal rim were statistically independent of the location of the retinal vessel exit. The optic disc size was not significantly different between the normal group (2.73 (0.59) mm2) and the glaucoma group (2.77 (0.78) mm2). These values were larger than those reported for normal eyes using aniopter (2.69 (0.70) mm2; not significant; Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney test) and glaucomatous eyes (2.57 (0.60) mm2; p<0.01).

Discussion

Variables that may be associated with the pattern of glaucomatous rim loss are: (1) the physiological configuration of the rim being broader at the inferior and superior disc poles than at the nasal and temporal poles; (2) the morphology of the inner surface of the lamina cribrosa with the larger pores and the higher ratio of pore to interpore connective tissue area in the inferior and superior regions compared with the temporal and nasal regions; (3) a high ratio of pore area to total area is considered to predispose to glaucomatous nerve fibre loss; (4) the glaucomatous bowing of the lamina cribrosa to the outside mainly in the inferior and superior disc regions as shown on scanning electron microscope photographs of glaucomatous eyes; (5) the regional distribution of thin and thick retinal nerve fibres with thin nerve fibres coming from the foveola, passing mainly through the temporal aspect of the optic disc and being less glaucoma susceptible than thick nerve fibres which originate predominantly in the fundus periphery, lead to the inferior, superior, and nasal disc regions and are more glaucoma sensitive than thin retinal ganglion cell axons. The latter parameter may explain why glaucomatous rim loss occurs later in the temporal horizontal disc sector with predominantly thin nerve fibres than in the temporal inferior or temporal superior disc sectors containing thin and thick axons. It is contradictory to the fact that in far advanced glaucoma rim remnants are usually located in the nasal disc sector. There,
preferentially thick retinal ganglion cell axons leave the eye.\textsuperscript{15, 16}

As an additional parameter for the pattern of glaucomatous rim loss, the distance from the central retinal vessel trunk in the lamina cribrosa may be considered. In both the normal and glaucomatous eyes of the present study, the retinal vessel trunk was slightly decentral into the nasal upper disc quadrant. Similar results have been obtained in a histomorphometric study of the lamina cribrosa surface.\textsuperscript{13} In the latter investigation, the exits of the retinal artery and vein were located 0-15 (0-09) mm and 0-07 (0-14) mm, respectively, nasal to the vertical optic disc axis and 0-02 (0-11) mm and 0-05 (0-09) mm, respectively, superior to the horizontal optic disc axis. Taking into account the vertically oval optic disc shape,\textsuperscript{19} one may infer that the distance between the retinal vessels in the lamina cribrosa and the neuroretinal rim may be associated with the pattern of glaucomatous rim loss. The sector distant to the retinal vessel trunk is the temporal inferior disc region followed by the superior temporal and temporal horizontal disc regions. The nasal disc sector is the one closest to the retinal vessels with the nasal upper portion located closer to the retinal vessel trunk than the nasal inferior portion. In the same sequence, the glaucomatous rim loss has been reported to take place: temporal inferior – temporal superior and temporal horizontal – nasal inferior – nasal superior.\textsuperscript{14} Correspondingly, glaucomatous neuroretinal rim notches do not occur on an average at the inferior and superior disc poles but at about 13 degrees temporal to the vertical optic disc axis.\textsuperscript{18} These locations are more distant to the retinal vessel trunk than the vertical disc poles at the 6 o’clock and 12 o’clock position.

For strengthening the hypothesis that the local glaucoma susceptibility is correlated with the distance to the retinal vessel trunk, the following facts can be listed:

1. In glaucomatous eyes with an unusual location of the retinal vessel trunk or an abnormal optic disc shape, the rim had an unusual form. Conversely, in eyes with an unusual glaucomatous rim configuration, the retinal vessel trunk was abnormally positioned (Figs 1A–C). Also in these glaucomatous eyes, the rim loss was usually most and least marked in that sector with the longest and shortest distance to the central retinal vessel trunk, respectively.

2. The location of early glaucomatous visual field defects in the upper nasal or lower nasal field quadrants close to the horizontal line\textsuperscript{20–22} indicates a ganglion cell loss in the region of the temporal fundus raphe. The axons of these ganglion cells lie in the deepest part of the retinal nerve fibre layer.\textsuperscript{21} They are closest to the optic disc border. Within the optic disc, they are more distant to the central retinal vessel trunk than ganglion cell axons originating in the vicinity of the optic nerve head. These are located more centrally in the optic nerve head and are lost in a later stage of the disease.

Dagnostically, it may indicate that in eyes with an abnormal position of the central retinal vessels or an unusual optic disc form, early glaucomatous rim changes should be looked for not only in the temporal inferior disc sector but also in that disc sector that is most distant to the central retinal vessel trunk. It may explain why eyes with open angle glaucoma and a temporal cilioretinal artery retain longer central visual field than open angle glaucomatous eyes without a temporal cilioretinal artery.\textsuperscript{25}

Pathogenetically, one may infer that the retinal vessel trunk could act as a stabilising element. It could render more difficult a mechanical distortion and backward bowing of the lamina cribrosa in glaucoma. This hypothesis is supported by photographs of a W-shaped lamina cribrosa in glaucomatous eyes.\textsuperscript{18} The lamina cribrosa is more condensed and bowed more to the back in the inferior and superior disc regions than close to the lamina cribrosa centre where the retinal vessels emerge. If the vessel trunk is decentered.
into the superior half of the optic disc, the inferior disc portion without vessel trunk support is larger than the superior one. Consequently, it can be deformed to a greater extent than the smaller superior disc part. It could explain the greater frequency of neuroretinal rim notches in the inferior temporal disc region compared with the superior temporal area.18

As a variation to this mechanical theory, one could also speculate that in the close vicinity of the retinal vessel trunk the vascular supply to the adjacent tissue is better than in the periphery. A vitally important participation of branches of the central retinal vessels in the nourishment of the optic nerve fibres in the lamina cribrosa, however, has not yet been demonstrated.20

As a factor limiting the scope of the present study one can mention that the position of the central retinal vessel trunk was measured in eyes in which the trunk on the lamina cribrosa surface was clearly detectable. This is possible only in discs showing central cupping. Due to the correlation between optic cup and optic disc size20,21 it implies that these selected optic discs were on average larger than normal optic nerve heads. In another histomorphometric investigation on the lamina cribrosa surface, however, the retinal vessel trunk was also located in the upper nasal quadrant.19 That study consisted of eyes of varying optic size including also small optic discs.

This study is part of a project of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Klinische Forschergruppe ‘Glaükom’, DFG Na 55/6-1/Jo).
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